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We describe a bootstrap method for estimating mean squared error and 
smoothing parameter in nonparametric problems. The method involves using a 
resample of smaller size than the original sample. There are many applications, 
which are illustrated using the special cases of nonparametric density estimation, 
nonparametric regression, and tail parameter estimation. 6 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In its purest form, the bootstrap involves approximating a functional 
O(F) of an unknown distribution function, F, by the same functional of the 
empiric distribution function, l? It performs well provided 0 is sufficiently 
smooth-for example, if 0 represents a mean. The mean squared error of 
e(E) is 
and its bootstrap estimate is 
where E* denotes the empiric distribution function of a same-size resample 
drawn from the population having distribution function fi 
This approach can fail spectacularly when 8 is unsmooth. In problems of 
that type the bias of O(E) is often a major contributor to mean squared 
error, and the bootstrap does not accurately estimate bias. Usually it 
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seriously underestimates bias, and often it estimates bias as zero. For exam- 
ple, suppose (3(P) is a linear function of the data {X,, . . . . Xn} = EH, say 
e(P)= i a(X,). 
i= 1 
Then 
where {X: , . . . . X:} denotes a resample drawn randomly from C!& with 
replacement. Observe that 
E{e(~*)(~~}=nE{a(X:)~~~}=n i n-‘a(X,)=f@). (1.1) 
i= 1 
The bias of 0(P) equals E{@P)} -e(F), and its bootstrap estimate is 
qe(F*) 1 F=) - e(P) = 0, (1.2) 
using (1.1). 
Many nonparametric estimators exhibit this property. For example, 
kernel and orthogonal series density estimators are both linear in the data 
and so have vanishing bootstrap bias estimates. Other estimates which are 
nonlinear suffer from an asymptotic form of (1.2). Our aim in the present 
paper is to suggest a general method for remedying the problem. We shall 
illustrate its use by applying it in several different nonparametric contexts. 
The topic of mean squared error estimation is particularly important in a 
nonparametric setting, for the performance of many nonparametric 
estimators depends crucially on selection of a smoothing parameter which 
is often chosen to (asymptotically) minimise mean squared error. We shall 
show how bootstrap estimates of mean squared error may be used to select 
asymptotically optimal smoothing parameters. Indeed, the bootstrap may 
be used to estimate loss in any L, metric, and may be applied in both 
“local” and “global” problems (e.g., density estimation at a point and 
density estimation on the line). 
Our idea is a very simple one: choose the resample size to be less than 
the original sample size and use knowledge of the amount by which the 
two sample sizes differ to estimate mean squared error and to select the 
optimal smoothing parameter. We shall develop this idea in Section 2, 
where we apply it to kernel-type density estimators. Sections 3 and 4 will 
describe application of the idea to problems of fixed-design regression and 
tail parameter estimation, respectively. Other applications include random- 
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design regression and a large number of different estimator types- 
orthogonal series, histogram, spline, etc. Section 5 will give proofs. 
Farraway and Jhun [4] have recently developed a bootstrap method of 
estimating the bandwidth in the problem of global density estimation. They 
suggest resampling from an estimated density function, different from the 
technique studied here. The reader is referred to Prakasa Rao [9] for sur- 
veys of two of the three examples treated in this paper-density estimation 
and regression. Devroye and Gyorfi [3] and Silverman [lo] review 
problems in density estimation. 
2. DENSITY ESTIMATION 
Let 
f(xIn,h)=n-’ i K&-Xx,), -~<<X<, 
i= 1 
,denote a density estimator “of kernel type,” computed from the sample 
% = (X,, ..*, X”> coming from a distribution with unknown density f: The 
adjustable kernel K,, is indexed by the smoothing parameter h. We shall 
show how to use the bootstrap to select h. Later in this section we shall 
focus particular attention on so-called “kernel estimators,” where 
K,Ju) = h -‘K(u/h) (2.1) 
and K is a fixed function. 
Let Z&z, = {XT, . . . . XzI } denote a resample of size n, d n, drawn 
randomly from !& with replacement. Put 
~*(xJn,,h,)=n,’ 2 K/,,(x-Xi*), 
i= I 
which of course is the version of p computed using Xz, instead of ?& and 
h, instead of h. Then 
=Fl -’ i K,Jx-Xi)=f(xIn,h,). 
i= 1 
Therefore a bootstrap estimate of the bias off(x) when the sample size is 
n, and the smoothing parameter equals h, , is 
~(xb1, u=qf*(xIh ~lw%J 44% h) 
=fw& hbf~44 A). (2.2) 
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Of course, 6(x 1 n,, hi) is simply E(6* ( Zn‘,) - i?, the classical bootstrap bias 
estimate, except that d* is computed for a resample whose size n, is 
permitted to be less than n. 
This bias estimate is of no use if we take h, = h, for then it vanishes iden- 
tically. However, if the resample size n, is chosen less than n then hi would 
typically be different from h, and then there is a possibility of using (2.2) 
to estimate bias in a straightforward manner. To illustrate the possibilities, 
let use take f to be an rth order kernel estimator, meaning that K,, is 
defined by (2.1) and the lixed function K has the property 
i 
= 1 if i=O 
s 
00 
u’K( u) du =o if lQi<r-1 (2.3) 
-cc 
#O if i = r. 
In this circumstance the mean squared error of f( .I n, h) is asymptotically 
minimized by taking h = cn ~ Map+ I), where c depends on K and on the 
unknown density f [9, p. 42 ff]. Likewise, the asymptotically optimal h, 
when sample size equals n, , is h, = cn, -Map + l), for the same c. If we can 
estimate c in the latter formula by using a bias estimate such as that at 
(2.2), then we may employ the same c estimate in the formula 
h = cn-“‘2’+“, and thereby estimate the optimal h for the full sample of 
size n. Our actual procedure does not explicitly involve estimating c, but it 
works for essentially the reason we have just described. 
Let us return to the case of a general kernel-type estimator with 
adjustable kernel K,. A bootstrap estimate of var {f(x 1 n, , h, )} is 
=n -‘var{Kh,(x-X~)l%~} I 
= WI)-’ ;g, G,(x-Xi*)-n;‘(P(xIn, hII}*. 
This is a satisfactory estimate of var {f(x ( n, , hi)} even when n, = n and 
hi = h, but since the bias estimate is of no use in this setting then we shall 
always take n, <a We shall show in Remark 2.4 that for second-order 
kernels the choice n, N n “* is optimal. Adding the square of the bias 
estimate to the variance estimate we obtain an estimate of mean squared 
error, 
=(nn,)-’ i K:,(x-XT)-n;‘{f(xIn, A,)}* 
+ {~(xln,h,)-p(xln,h)}2. 
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This is simply E{ (fi* - 4)” I!&:,), the classical bootstrap mean squared error 
estimate, except that t?* is computed for a resample whose size is permitted 
to be less than rz. The actual mean squared error of 1(.x I n, , hi) is 
~~E(xln,,h,)=EC{3(xInl,~I)-f(x))21 
=!I -‘q~~,(x-&)} -~,‘{~3W,, h)}* I 
+ {J?3(-4% h)-.f(x)}2. 
Actual mean integrated squared error is 
MISE(n,,h,)=lMSE(xln,,h,)dx 
=?I -l 1 I zc+z;’ {@(x(n,, h,)}2dx s 
+j CE3(xln,,h,)-f(x)}*dx, 
and its bootstrap estimate is 
=n -l J+n,’ {f(xIn,h,)ydx 1 i s 
+ (f(xln,h,)-f(xIn,h)}2dx. s 
When using the bootstrap estimates of MSE and MISE we would typically 
take h to be of size K~‘(*~+‘); see the paragraph preceding Theorem 2.2. 
In this development we have focussed on L, measures of error, since they 
are the ones most commonly used in practice. However, some authors (e.g., 
[3]) prefer other L, metrics. There is no difficulty in using our techniques 
in a general setting which encompasses these different approaches. Define 
mean L, error by 
~L,E(xIn,,h,)=El~(xIn,,h,)-f(x)lP. 
Its bootstrap estimate is 
~~,E(xln,,h,)=E(lf*(xIn,,h,)-~(XIn,h)lPI~t;t). 
Mean integrated L, error is 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
~ZL,E(n,,h,)=6ML,E(xIn,,h,)dx, (2.6) 
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with bootstrap estimate 
MZ~,E(n,,h,)=J’Mi,E(x~n,,h,)dx. (2.7) 
The quantities MSE, MSE, MISE, and MZ,$E defined earlier are identical 
to ML,E, M&E, MIL,E, MI&E, respectively. 
It remains to show that our bootstrap error estimates are efficacious. To 
do that we shall focus on rth order kernel density estimators, where the 
adjustable kernel K,, is defined by (2.1) and the function K satisfies (2.3). 
It turns out that to obtain good performance, the resample size n, must 
increase at a slower rate than 12. One does not obtain sufficiently accurate 
bias estimates if one assumes only that n i < kn for some fixed k < 1. In our 
work we shall suppose that for some 6 > 0 and all sufficiently large n, 
n, d n’ P6. This renders n, sufficiently small to give asymptotic optimality 
in a strong sense. If we sought only convergence in probability in our 
asymptotic optimality results then it would be sufficient to have n,/n + 0. 
But note Remark 2.4 at the end of this section, where it is shown that for 
second-order kernels it is optimal to take n, N n”‘. 
Our aim is to prove that mean L, error ML,E, defined at (2.4), and its 
bootstrap estimate Mi,E, defined at (2.5), are so close that the smoothing 
parameter which minimizes one is asymptotic to the smoothing parameter 
which minimizes the other. This means that the bootstrap may be used to 
select an asymptotically optimal level of smoothing. 
First we describe properties of ML,, E. Let N denote a standard normal 
random variable, and define K, = (l/r!) 1 z’K(z) dz and 
In the important special case p = 2 we have 
mp(x)n, h)=(nh)-’ (J K2)f(x)+hZ’~;{f(‘i(x)}2. 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume f has r bounded, uniformly continuous derivatives 
on (- 03, CQ) and that the kernel K is bounded and satisfies 
j (1 + 14’) IKb)l d z < GO and condition (2.3). Then for each p > 1, 
ML,E(x; n, h)=m,(xIn, h) + ~(n~~“‘~‘+‘)) 
uniformly in ~n~“‘2’+‘)~h~s~‘n~‘~(2r+‘~ and --CC <XC co, for each 
O<&<l. 
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Remark 2.1. It is clear from definition (2.8) of mp that iff(x)f(‘)(x) #O 
then the value h = h,(x, n) which minimizes m,(x 1 n, h) is asymptotic to 
c,(x) n - 1’(2r+1) as n --f co, where 0 < c,(x) < co and c, does not depend on 
n. By Theorem 2.1, the value of h which minimizes ML,E(xI n, h) is also 
asymptotic to c,(x) n -‘/(2r + ‘I. (Strictly speaking, Theorem 2.1 helps us 
only if minimization is over an interval (sn - 1’(2r + ’ ), E - ‘, - “(2r + ‘I) for some 
E > 0. However, a simple subsidiary argument may be used to show that the 
just-stated result holds if minimization is over h E (0, GO), under conditions 
identical to those in Theorem 2.1.) 
Next we study the bootstrap estimator M&E. Assume that the 
smoothing parameter h in definition (2.5) is taken asymptotic to 
CV”(*‘+ ‘) for an arbitrary but fixed C > 0. It is convenient to think of 
this h as being nonrandom, but the theorem below may also be proved for 
random choices. In practice h might be chosen by squared-error cross- 
validation, for example. 
THEOREM 2.2. Assume El X1 1’ < 00 for some E > 0; f has r bounded, 
uniformly continuous derivatives on (-GO, 00); K is compactly supported, 
Hiilder continuous, and satisfies (2.3); and the integer sequence n, = n,(n), 
n>l, satisfies C,n6<n,<C2n’~s for some C, , C,, 6 > 0. Then for each 
Pb 1, 
almost surely, uniformly in En, Map+ ‘) < h, < E - ‘n; 1’(2r+1) and - co < 
x-cm, for each O<s<l. 
Remark 2.2. Assume we are looking for minima on the n; 1’(2r + ‘) scale. 
For example, we might take h,(x) to be the value of h, which gives 
the local minimum nearest to n; ‘Key + ‘I. An immediate corollary of 
Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 is that if f(x) f (r)(x) # 0 then the smoothing 
parameter h,(x)=h,(x, n,) which minimizes A4LpE(xIn,,.), and the 
smoothing parameter h,(x)=h,(x,n,) which minimizes Mi,E(xIn,,.), 
satisfy h,(x)/h,(x) -+ 1 almost surely as n -+ cc. Recalling the points made 
in Remark 2.1 we see that the smoothing parameter h,(x) defined by 
h(x) = h,(x)(n,/n)“‘2r+ ‘) (2.9) 
is asymptotically optimal for minimizing mean L, error of 3 at x when the 
sample size is n. We may regard this quantity as the bootstrap estimate of 
the optimal smoothing parameter in an L, setting, for the full sample. 
Remark 2.3. So far we have focussed on density estimation at a fixed 
point, x. Global versions of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, for mean integrated L, 
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error and its bootstrap estimate, may be derived using arguments similar 
to those which we shall give in Section 5. Indeed, since Theorems 2.1 and 
2.2 are available uniformly in x then they immediately yield results for 
integrated L, error when either the range of integration is bounded, or the 
range of integration is unbounded but S is compactly supported. For exam- 
ple, suppose f is compactly supported and the conditions of Theorem 2.2 
hold. Define MIL,E and MZl,E as at (2.6) and (2.7) respectively, Then 
by Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, 
MZi,E(n,,h,)=MZL,E(n,,h,)+o(n,pr”2’+”) (2.10) 
almost surely, uniformly in ~n;“(~‘+~)<h, g~~‘n;“‘*‘+~) for each 
0 < E < 1. If h, , h, minimize MZL, E(n, , hi ), MZi,E(n, , h, ), respectively, 
then by (2.10) and the fact that (from Theorem 2.1) MZL,E= 
j mp + negligible terms, h i /h, + 1 almost surely. The bootstrap estimate fi 
of the optimal smoothing parameter in an L, setting, for the full sample of 
size n, is given by the following global analogue of formula (2.9): 
h = &(Qp’f 1). (2.11) 
Remark 2.4. We close by giving advice on selection of resample size, 
n,. The arguments below may be made rigorous when p = 2, and so we 
confine attention to that case. For simplicity we treat the global problem 
of minimizing MZSE, and assume that the kernel K is symmetric, which 
entails r = 2. It is likely that our recommendation n, ‘v n1j2 is valid also for 
p 2 1, when r = 2. The choice n, 11 n1’2 gives a relative error of n -‘/‘O in 
smoothing parameter estimation, the same as that attained using cross- 
validation [ 61. 
The error between MZSE(n,, h,) and its bootstrap estimate 
MZ,!?E(n 1, h 1) is of size 
The error between MZSE(n,, h,) and its asymptotic approximant 
al(nlhl)-’ +a,hT, is of size 
((n,h,)- ’ + h;l} h;. 
Choose h, h, to be of sizes n-l”, n; ‘I’, respectively, where n, B n. Then the 
error between MZ,!?E and a,(nlh,)-’ + a2hl is of size 
(n - lPn ;9/lO +n-*/~n,~/~)+n,~/~~n-~/~n;*/~+n,~/~~ 
The order of magnitude of the right-hand side is minimized by taking 
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n, N n’12, in which case the error between (ML%?Z)/(a,(n,h,))’ + a2hf} 
and unity is 
n ;6/yn; 415 = n; 215 = n - 115. 
This means that the relative error in our estimate of the constant c in the 
optimal asymptotic formula h = cn - I”, is (n - 1’s)1’2 = n - ‘/lo. 
3. REGRESSION ESTIMATION 
Consider the regression model 
yni = gGin) + E,t;~ 1 <i<n, 
where g is an unknown function and for each n, E,~, . . . . E,, are independent 
and identically distributed errors with zero mean. Only Y,, , . . . . Y,,, are 
observed. The cusum estimate of g is 
i+m 
g(i/nIn,m)=(2m+l)-’ c Yj, m+l,<i<n-m. 
j=i-m 
It has many of the properties of a kernel estimator with second-order 
kernel, and m plays the role of smoothing parameter. Commonly g is 
extended from the discrete set (i/n, m + 1 6 i< n -m} to the interval 
[(m + 1 )/n, (n - m)/m] by linear interpolation. (To avoid edge effects we 
do not estimate g(x) for x < (m + 1)/n or x > (n - m)/n.) Interpolation 
errors are of order n-r, whereas errors in estimation of g are of larger 
order than n ~ ‘j2. 
The value of m which minimizes L, error of 2 is asymptotic to a constant 
multiple of n , 4’5 the constant depending on p, on error variance, and on the 
second derivative of g. See Theorem 3.1 below. In this section we shall 
show how to use the bootstrap to select the L,-optimal m. The principle is 
identical to that which we developed in Section 2, and so we shall keep our 
discussion very brief. 
First compute the centred residuals 
n--m 
E^Hi=E^~i-(n-2m)-1 2 .tk, m+l<i<n-mm, (3.1) 
j=m+l 
where 
.f$ = Yni - g( i/n ( n, m), m+ldi<n-m. 
Here we use a smoothing parameter m of size n4i5. Put f& = (ini, 
m + 1 < i < n - m >, and draw a resample %z, = {ET, . . . . $1 randomly from 
683.32/2-2 
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.!&, with replacement. Here n, <n, and we shall choose n, =n,(n) to be of 
smaller order than n as the latter increases. Put 
Y,*,i=g(i/n,In,m)+&*, 1 <i<n,. (3.3) 
(Should i/n, be less than (WI + 1)/n or greater than (n - m)/n then 
g(i/n, (n, m) is not defined. In that case, take Yz,i=~T in (3.3).) Define 
i+ml 
g(i/nIln,,m,)=(2m,+l) I c yz,j, m,+lGi<nn,-m,. 
j=i-ml 
The mean L, error of 2 at x is 
and its bootstrap estimate is 
Asymptotic properties of ML,E are described by Theorem 3.1 below. 
Here and in Theorem 3.2 we assume that the E,;S have a common distribu- 
tion with zero mean, variance CJ* > 0 and all moments finite; and that the 
function g has two continuous derivatives on [0, 11. Let N denote a 
standard normal random variable, and define 
m,(xI n, m) = El(2m)P”2 oN+ (1/6)(m/n)’ g”(x)1 p. (3.4) 
In the important special case p = 2 we have 
m,(x 1 n, m) = (2m)-’ o* + (1/9)(n~/n)~ g”(x)*. 
THEOREM 3.1. Under the above conditions, and for each p B 1, 
ML,E(x(n,m)=m,(x(n,m)+o(n~2pi5) 
uniformly in .5n41S < m < E - ‘n415 andE<x<l--EforeachO<E<l. 
Theorem 3.1 is a regression analogue of Theorem 2.1. The analogue of 
Theorem 2.2 is the following. Here we take m in the definition of 
ML, E(x 1 n r, m I ) to be asymptotic to a constant multiple of n4/‘. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let the integer sequence n, =n,(x) satisfy C2ns bn, d 
C,n’ _a for some C, , C,, 6 > 0. Under the above conditions, and for each 
pa 1, 
M&Axln,, m,)=mp(x~n,,m)+o(n~2pi5) 
almost surely, uniformly in &n~i5 d m < ~-‘ny’~ and E -c x < 1 - E, for each l--- 
O<&<l. 
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Remark 3.1. The reader may find it difficult to appreciate our claim 
about almost sure convergence in Theorem 3.2, since we have made no 
assumptions about the relationship among the rows of the triangular array 
{.Q, 1 6 i 6 IZ < cc }. In fact, the following is established during our proof 
of Theorem 3.2: for each 6 > 0, 
where the supremum is over .sn415 < m < E -‘n4” and E < x < I- E. Therefore 
almost sure convergence follows via the Borel-Cantelli lemma, irrespective 
of the relationship among rows. 
Remark 3.2. It is clear from definition (3.4) of mP that if g”(x) # 0 then 
the value of the smoothing parameter m which minimizes m,(x 1 n, m) is 
asymptotic to c,(x) n415 as n + co, where 0 <c,(x) < cc and cp does not 
depend on n. Put my,(x) = c,(x) n415, let fil,Jx) denote that value of m, 
which minimizes ML,E(x 1 n,, m,), and put 
~,&) = ~l,o,t(xWnl )4’5. (3.5) 
Then rfi,,,(x)/m,,,(x) -+ 1 almost surely as n + co. 
Remark 3.3. There is a version of the above result in a global setting, 
paralleling Remark 2.3. An argument similar to that in Remark 2.4 shows 
that n, N n112 is an optimal choice when p = 2. 
4. TAIL PARAMETER ESTIMATION 
Let X, , X2, . . . denote observations from a distribution with distribution 
function F, and assume that 1 -F(x)- Cx-“, where C, a>O. We wish to 
estimate ~1, given the sample X, = {X,, . . . . X,,}. Hill [7] proposed the 
estimator oi = ci- ‘, where 
B=ci(n,r)=r-’ i logX,i-logX,,,+,, 
i=l 
x,1> ... 2 X,, denote the order statistics of 4, and r is a smoothing 
parameter. We would like to choose r so as to minimize asymptotic mean 
squared error of 6. Now, the ratio of the mean squared errors of 6 and ai 
equals a constant, ap4, not depending on r. Therefore an asymptotically 
equivalent problem is to minimize the mean squared error of ci, 
MSE(n,r)=E{(B-a)*}, 
where a = cl-l. 
Our bootstrap argument suggests the following procedure for selecting r. 
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Draw a resample Sz, = { Xr , . . . . Xz, } from Zn,; here n, < n. Let 
x,*,,,> ... ax,:,, denote the order statistics of Xz,, and put 
ri*=ci*(n,,r,)=r,’ f logx,:i-logx,*,,,,+,. 
i= I 
The bootstrap estimate of MSE(n,, ri) is 
M&qn,, r,)=E[{h*(n,, r,)-li(n, r)}“piy. 
Choose i, to minimize M&!?(n,, ri). Suppose we know that the asymptoti- 
cally optimal r is of the form cay, where 0 -K y < 1 is a known constant but 
c is unknown. If F, is asymptotic to cn: then 
i= F,(n/n,)Y (4.1) 
is asymptotic to 0~)‘. 
This approach is entirely analogous to that developed in Sections 2 and 
3 for density estimation and regression. Compare formulae (2.9), (2.11), 
(3.5), and (4.1). Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 below will show that the quantity i 
defined by (4.1) is indeed asymptotic to the r which minimizes MSE(n, r). 
In many cases of practical interest the value of y in (4.1) is 3. For exam- 
ple, suppose the Xls are distributed as Y - l”, where Y is a nonnegative 
random variable whose distribution function G satisfies 
G(y)=Cy+C,y’+ ... 
as yJ0, C>O, and C, #O. Then 
1-F(x)=P(Y<x-“)=cx~“+c1x-2~+0(x-2~) (4.2) 
as x + co. It may be deduced from [S, Theorem 21 that the value of r 
which minimizes asymptotic mean squared error when sample size is n, 
equals a constant multiple of n *I3 The constant depends on C and C,. In . 
the present section we shall study exactly this context, and assume that 
1 -F admits the expansion (4.2). 
Observe that our mean squared error estimate admits the formula 
MSE(n,, rl) = E(ri** 1 X,) - 2BE(ii* 1 Eo) + ci2, 
where ci* = 8*(n i, rl ) and B = &(n, r). Of course ci2 does not depend on rl , 
and so the problem reduces to that of choosing rl to minimize A, - 2dA i , 
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where 
n-1 
A,=E(B*j%~)=n,r;‘n-’ C ill-,-~(n,-r,,r,)d,,, 
i= I 
(4.3) 
A2=E(Li**I%~)=r;* CC (2-6,){n,(n,--l)ijn-* 
Igi<j<n-I 
x I, _ j,-~(nl - rI, r, - 1) +n, inP’Z, -,,-~(n, - rl, rl)} d,i A,, (4.4) 
Ani = log(X,,j/X,,i+ I ), 6, is the Kronecker delta, and 
is the incomplete beta function. Formulae (4.3) and (4.4) will be derived in 
Section 5. 
If we wish to work with the actual mean squared error of 8, rather than 
with the mean squared error of its limit, we should impose a condition 
which ensures that Xn,r+l >O and E(log X,,r+l)2< co. For this reason we 
assume below that for some d > 0, F(d) = 0. Given C> 0, CI > 1 and D, 
define 
m(n, r) = f(r/n)* C -2D2a-4 + r p1cl-2. 
The following result may be proved much as in [S]. 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume that for constants C, d > 0, ct > 1 and D, 
F(d) = 0 and l-F(x)=Cx-“{l+Dx-“+0(x-“)} (4.5) 
as x-+ Go. Then 
MSE(n, r) = m(n, r) + o(n-“‘)) 
uniformly in .w2i3 < r G E- ‘n2j3, for each 0 < E < 1. 
Theorem 4.1 is a tail parameter version of Theorems 2.1 and 3.1. The 
corresponding version of Theorems 2.2 and 3.2 is the following. Here we 
take r in the definition of M&!Z(n,, rl) to be asymptotic to a constant 
multiple of n213. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let the integer sequence n, =n,(n) satisfy C,ns 6n, < 
C,n’ -” for some C,, C2, 6 > 0. Assume f(x) = F’(x) exists and that for 
constants C, d > 0, c( > 1 and D, 
F(d) = 0 and f(x) =tLCx-‘-I{ 1 + 2Dx-“+ 0(x-“)} (4.6) 
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as x-+ oo. Then 
MSE(n,, r,) = m(n,, rl) + o(n-2’3) 
almost surely, untformly in EnTi3 < r < E ~ ‘nT13 for each 0 < E < 1. 1 11 
Remark 4.1. The condition on fin (4.6) is simply the derivative of the 
condition on F in (4.5). 
Remark 4.2. There exist versions of this result for the kernel-type 
estimators proposed by CsorgG, Deheuvels, and Mason [2]. 
5. PROOFS 
5.1. Proofs for Section 2 
We begin with two lemmas. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let Y, Y,, Y,, . . . be independent and identically distributed 
random variables with zero mean, unit variance and ) YI < y with probability 
one. Let k > 1 be an integer, and suppose 1 6 p < 2k G p + 2. There exists a 
constant C > 0, depending only on k and p, such that for - co < c < co, 
lEln~‘/’ 2 Y,+clr--EIN+clPI 
i= 1 
<C(l + ICI p-‘){(y2/n)1’4+(y2/n)k-1}, 
where N denotes a random variable having the standard normal distribution. 
Zf k = 1 then the term ( y2/n)k- ’ may be dropped from the right-hand side. 
Proof By the Berry-Esseen theorem, 
< CIEl Y13 n-l’*, 
where @p(x) = P(N < x) and C1, C2, . . . denote constants depending only on 
k and p. It may be proved by combinatorial methods that 
dk= (E(n~ll’~, Yi)‘*l’, x”*d@(x)l 
k-l 
<C2Kk 1 n’C’IE(Y”)... E(Y-“)(, 
/= 1 
where C’ denotes summation over jl, . . . . j, such that j, , . . . . j, > 2, not all j,‘s 
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equal 2, and j, + ... +j,=2k. Since IYI6y and E(Y2)=1 then ElYIjd 
yjp2. In particular, El Y13 < y and 
k-l 
dk<cZn-k c ,+~‘yJ’+...+.i’-2’ 
I=1 
k-l 
d c, 1 (y2/n)k-‘d C,((y2/n)+ (y’/n)“-‘}. 
I= 1 
If k = 1 then of course dk = 0. We may now deduce from Theorem 9 of 
[S, p. 1211 that if Cl y~-“~ < e-‘j2, 
sup (l+x2k) P i Y;dn-“2x 
-m<x<n; I ( i=l > I 
-@(x) 
6 C,{(y2/nP4 + (.I+)“-‘}, (5.1) 
except that the term (~‘/n)~-’ may be dropped if k= 1. This result may be 
established via Markov’s inequality if C, ,u~‘/~ 6 e- ‘j2, and so it holds no 
matter what the value of C, yn -‘j2. 
Since l<p<2k<p+2 then by (5.1), 
I I 
E n-‘/2 ’ Y,+c ‘-EIN+clP 
c. I i=l 
=p1j;~~-‘{P(in+~j, Y;+cl>x)-P(,N+c/>x)jdx( 
<~E,p{(y~/n)“~+(y~/n)~-~} jm IxIp-’ {l+(x+~)~~}-‘dx 
-cc 
6CJl + Iclp-1){(y2/n)1’4+ (y2/n)k-1}. fl 
LEMMA 5.2. Let El XI” < co for some E > 0, f be bounded, and K be com- 
pactly supported and Hiilder continuous. Then for each sequence h, = h,(n) 
such that h,(n) + 0 and nh,(n) -+ co, and for each E, 6 > 0, 
SUP sup Ip(x I n, h,) - Ef(x I n, h2)l = O{n6(nh3)-1’2} 
eh,Ch2<cih, -c.<x<m 
almost surely. 
Proof. Put Yi = h;‘K((x - X,)/h,} - E[h;‘K{(x - Xi)/h2}], and 
observe that 
f(xIn, h,)-Ej‘(xIn, h2)=n-’ i Yi. 
i=l 
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For each integer k > 1 we have by Rosenthal’s inequality [ 1, p. 401 that 
where C,, C,, . . . denote constants depending only on the indicated 
arguments. Elementary calculations show that E( YT“) < C2(k, f, K) h; 2k + ’ 
uniformly in x. Hence, 
d Cl(k){C2(l, .L KJk (nhek + C2(kf, fOW2)p2k+1 > 
6 CAk, f, K)(nh) pk. 
Therefore by Markov’s inequality, 
P{l~(xIn,h2)-E~(x)n,h2)l>,n”(nh,)~1’2}~C3(k,f,K)n~k6. (5.2) 
Taking k fixed but large in (5.2), and noting the Holder continuity and 
compact support of K, we may deduce the lemma. The argument runs as 
follows. Let Xn = {h, : IA, < h, d E- ‘h,}, let J$~ be any subset of Ye, 
containing no more than C,nC5 values, and let gn be any subset of the real 
line containing no more than C,nCS values. Here C, and C, are fixed 
positive constants. By (5.2), 
P{ sup sup If(x) n, h,) - Ef(x 1 n, h,)j > n6(ntA,)p “2} 
hZe.dn x~l, 
d C,(k,f, K) C:n2CSpk”. 
Selecting k 3 6 - ‘(2C5 + 2) we deduce via the Borel-Cantelli lemma that 
sup sup If(xln, h,)-Ef(xIn, h2)l =O(nd(nh,)p”2} 
hze.d” YE& 
(5.3) 
almost surely, for all C,, C,, 6 > 0. Since ElX(” < co for SOme E > 0 then we 
may choose I so large that 
P(IX,I 6n’for 1 <i<n and nbn,)-+ 1 
as n, -+ co, and 
sup sup IEj‘(xln, h2)l = O(np2). 
h2 t .H,, 1x1 > n2’ 
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For all large n, f(xIn, h2) vanishes if 1x1 > n2’, h, E Xn, and (Xi1 <n’ for 
1 < i 6 n, by virtue of K’s compact support. Therefore, 
sup sup IP(xI~,h2)-E~(xIn,h2)l=O(n-2) 
h2sJYnn 1x1 >d’ 
(5.4) 
almost surely. Now choose J& E X, and &J,, c [ -n2’, rt*‘] to represent grids 
so fine that for some C>O, and whenever h, E X,, 1x1 <n”, and IX,1 <n’ 
for 1 d i< n, the element hi of &- nearest to h, and the element x’ of &J,, 
nearest to x satisfy 
l~(xln,h2)-~(xIn,h;)l~Cn~2, 
I 
IEf(xIn,h2)-Ef(x’In,h;)l<CW2. 
(5.5) 
The lemma follows from (5.3), (5.4), and (5.5). 1 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Put 
Zi=hplK{(x--X,)/h}-Ef(xIn,h) for 1 <idn, 
~7~ = g*(x) = var(Z,), Yi= a-!zi, y = a-‘h--l sup/RI, 
c=c(x)=n1’2~p’{Ef(xIn,h)-f(x)}. 
By Lemma5.1, if 1 dp<2k<p+2, 
A4LpE(x)=n-P’2apE np1’2 f 
P 
Y, + c 
i= 1 
=I? -“‘opEIN+ cl p + R(x), (5.6) 
where 
/R(x)1 <Cn~“*aP(l + ~~l~-*){(y*/n)~/~+(y~/n)~-~}. 
(The term (y2/n)“-’ may be dropped if k = 1.) Assume initially that 
Ic(x)l < cO. Since 1 < p < 2k < p + 2, and a2 6 h-‘(sup f)2 J K*, then 
IR(x)l < Cl(cO, f, K)(nh)-P’2 { (nh)-1’4 + (nh)-‘k- “} = o((nh)-p’2}. (5.7) 
Arguments founded in elementary calculus show that 
n -lo* = (nh)-’ f(x) + o{ (nh)-‘3, (5.8) 
n ~ 1’2m = h’qf(‘)(x) + o(h’) (5.9) 
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uniformly in x. Results (5.6)-(5.9) give 
uniformly in h such that EK”(~~+‘)<~ <E-‘K”‘~“+~) and x such that 
Ic(x)l G co. 
It is clear that (5.10) continues to hold uniformly in x such that 
Ic(x)l G co, if co is allowed to increase sufficiently slowly with n. Suppose 
co = co(n) has this property. To establish (5.10) for x’s with Ic(x)l > c,(n), 
observe from (5.8) and (5.9) that since f”’ is bounded, 
{x: Ic(x)l > c,(n)} G {x: f(x) + ha2(x) d C,/c,(n)} = x, 
say, for some C, > 0. If p > 2 and x E 9’ then by the triangle inequality and 
Rosenthal’s inequality for Lp norms [ 1, p. 401, 
I{ML,E(x)}“p- Inp”2a(X)C(X)IIP 
GEinpl!, yr(” 
<C,(p) C~‘2co(n)-P’2 (nh)p2 
i 
+ C,(p) 1 lK(P (nh)-(P-l) =O{(nh)p2}, 
1 
where C,(p), C,(p) do not depend on x. The same conclusion for 1~ p < 2 
may be obtained on noting that 
El’-’ !I YiipG{E(nel J$, Yi)‘]“l’ 
= {n-‘o(x)2}p’2< {C,(nh)-‘co(n)-‘}P’2. 
It is easily proved that 
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uniformly in x E Sp,. Result (5.10), uniformly in x E Yn, follows from these 
formulae. 1 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. We follow the lines of the proof of Theorem 2.1, 
omitting details where the arguments are close. Put 
Z:=h;‘K{(x-X:)/h}-j(xIn,h,) for 1 <i<n,, 
g2 = B’(x) = var(Z: 1 X), yi”=e-‘z*, p= &‘h;’ supJKI, 
P&(x)=n;/*&-l IfbIn, h,)-f(xIn, ho)). (5.11) 
By Lemma5.1, if 1 <p<2k<p+2, 
=n,P’28PE(IN+ElPIX,)+&x), (5.12) 
where N denotes a standard normal random variable independent of X, 
and 
I&x)1 < cq’%ql + l?l”-‘){(Jqn,)““+ (Jq+‘}. (5.13) 
(Drop the term ($*/n)“-’ if k= 1.) 
Observe that 
c?‘(x)=(nh:)-’ i K’{(x-X,)/h,}-f(x(n,h,)* 
i=l 
= 8;(x) -f(x 1 n, h,)2, (5.14) 
say. Put h, = n 1 “We + I) and ~~={h,:~h,,<h,,<~-‘h,}. By Lemma5.2, 
sup sup I&Y)- E&:(x)/ = O{h,‘ns(nh,)-‘12} (5.15) 
h,sX, -m<.x<m 
almost surely for each 6 > 0. Also, EC?:(X) < C, h;’ uniformly in h, E 2” 
and -co <x < 00. If 6 is sufficiently small, n’(nh,)~‘/* + 0 as n + 00. 
Therefore, 
sup d2(x) < 2C1 h; ’ 
CXJ<X<CC 
for all SUffkiently large n (fasln). Since 1 < p < 2k < p + 2, we may deduce 
from (5.13) that fasln, 
Iff(x)l <c2{1+ lt(x)lp-‘} (nh,)-P’2 {(nh,)-“4+(nh,)-‘k-1)}, (5.16) 
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all h, E yi”, and --cc <x< co, where the term (&z,))(~-‘) may be dropped 
if k= 1. 
Let 9$, a random subset of the real line, denote the collection of values 
x such that 
f(x) < c&l) = { (nh,)“4 + (nhJk- ‘}“*(p- I), 
where c,,(n) is interpreted as infinity if p = 1. Then by (5.16), 
sup sup I&(x)1= O{ (nh,))P’2) 
h,e& XE& 
(5.17) 
almost surely. By Lemma 5.2, 
sup sup l~(xIn,h,)-~~(xln,h,)l 
h,e.#n --3o<x<u3 
= o{d(nha)-“*} 
=o{(n,h,)-“2) (5.18) 
almost surely, the second identity holding if 6 is suffkiently small; and in 
the same manner, 
y:-ycrn IPbl4 h)-~3(xb, h)l= ~{ew1’2) 
=o{(n,h,)-“2) 
almost surely. Elementary calculus gives 
sup sup IEjl(xIn,h,)-f(x)-h;Ic,f(‘)(x)l =o(h:), (5.19) 
h,aX;, --m<x<oc 
sup IEj‘(xIn,h)-f(x)1 =O(h’)=o(h:). 
m<x<a; 
Combining the formulae from (5.18) down, and remembering the definition 
of E at (5.11), we deduce that 
sup sup In;-“*B(x)C(x)-h;K,f(‘)I =0(&J 
h,E.X‘n -m<x<m 
(5.20) 
almost surely. 
By (5.14), (5.15), (5.18), and (5.19) 
sup sup ld2(X) - Erq(x)l = o(h,‘) 
h,eX,, -m<.x<co 
almost surely. Elementary calculations show that 
(5.21a) 
(5.21b) 
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almost surely. Combining (5.12), (5.17), (5.20), and (5.21) we obtain 
~~pE(x)=E~{(nlh,)~‘(~K’)f(x)}1’2N+h;K./(~)(X)~p 
+o(n, Prlvr + 1) 1 (5.22) 
almost surely, uniformly in En ; 1/(2r + r ) < h , < E ~ ‘n; 1’(2r + ’ ) and x E &. 
The final step is to extend (5.22) to the set of values x E R\&. Observe 
from (5.20), (5.21), and the fact that f”’ is bounded, that fasln, 
rw\&G {x:f(x)+h,62(X)< C,/c,(n)} =g, 
say, provided C3 is chosen sufficiently large. From this point the proof dif- 
fers little from that given in the last paragraph of our proof of Theorem 2.1, 
and so we conclude our argument here. 1 
5.2. Proofs for Section 3 
The following analogue of Lemma 5.1 is easily proved. 
LEMMA 5.3. Assume the conditions of Lemma 5.1, except that the condi- 
tion 1 YI d y should be replaced by E( Y2k) < co. Then for - co < c < co, 
n-II2 i Yi+clp-EIN+c~p~ 
i=l 
<C(l+ IclP-1){(EIY13/n”2)1’2+n-‘E(Y2k)), 
where C depends only on k and p. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. By Lemma 5.3, 
ML,E(i/n)= {(2m+ 1)-1’2a}PEIN+~il~+~i, 
where ci= (2m + l)“* a-lb,, 
bi=(2m+ 1))’ C g(j/n)-g(i/n), 
j=i-m 
~Ri~dC((2m+1)-1~2a}P(1+Jci~P-1) 
x [{EIY13/(2m+ 1)“2}1’2+(2m+ 1))’ E(Y2k)], 
and Y has the distribution of ~,~/a. Now, 
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i+m 
h,=(2m+l)) c ((j-i)n+g’(i/n) 
j=i-m 
+ gj- i)’ n-‘g”(i/n)} + o{ (m/n)2} 
= i(m/n)2 g”(i/n) + o{ (rn/r~)~} + O{ (mn)-‘}, (5.23) 
uniformly in m + 1 d i d n - m. The claimed result when x is of the form i/n 
is immediate from the formulae. To treat the case where x is not of the 
form i/n, note that interpolation error is of order n-l. 1 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let N denote a standard normal random 
variable independent of Xn, and put 
n-m 
b’=(n-2m)-’ 1 I$. 
By Lemma 5.3, 
i=m+ 1 
~.&E(i/n)={(2m,+1)~‘~2B}PE(~N+Ei~P~~~)+&i, (5.24) 
where ti = (2m, + 1 )‘I2 C? ~ ‘bi, 
6i=(2m,+l)p’ C g(j/n,In,m)-g(i/n,In,m), (5.25) 
j=r-ml 
~~ilQC{(2m+1)~‘~2B)P(1+l~i~P-‘) 
x[{E(IE13~~J/(2m+1)‘~2}‘~2+(2m+1)-’E(~2kl%~)], (5.26) 
and conditional on Sn, P has the distribution which places mass 
(n-2m)-’ at C1.tHi for m+ 1 <iQn-m. 
For each 12 1 we have by Rosenthal’s inequality [ 1, p. 403, 
E{g(i/nIn,m)-Eg(i/nIn,m)}2’ 
< C,(l) mp2’ [ (mE(ci,)}‘+ mE($)], 
where C,(I) depends only on 1. It now follows via the Borel-Cantelli lemma 
that for each 6 > 0, 
almost surely. We know from the bias estimate (5.23) that 
@(i/n In, m) = g(i/n) + O{ (m/n)2> = g(i/n) + O(C2/‘), 
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and so 
sup Ig(i/tzln, m)- g(i/tt)l =O(n-(2’5)+s) 
~fl<iC~-Wl 
almost surely for each 6 > 0. Interpolation error is of size n- ’ = 
4m ~ “‘+‘), whence 
sup I~(xIn,m)-g(x)l=O(n-(2/5)+6) (5.27) 
(m+l)/n<x<(n-m)/x 
almost surely for each 6 > 0. 
Recall the definitions of tni and ci at (3.1) and (3.2). By (5.27), 
E^~j=g(i/n)+~,i-~(i/~I~,m)=~,i+O(n-(2’5)+6) 
almost surely, uniformly in m + 1 6 i 6 n-m. We may deduce from this 
formula, from the fact that the E,,)s have a common distribution with all 
moments finite, and from the Borel-Cantelli lemma that 
=(n-2m)-’ nim (&)‘-{(n-2m)-’ “cm L:i}2 
i=m+l i=m+l 
=a2+O(n-‘w+q, (5.28) 
n--m 
E(P2’I%n)=6-2’(n-2m)-1 1 E^if 
i=m+ 1 
=C7 -“E(&f?) + (q-(2/5)+6) 
almost surely for each 6 > 0. Therefore by (5.26), there exists C, > 0 such 
that the chance that 
sup I& < c~~-(P/+U/~) sup (l+ IEil”-‘) 
m+l<i<n--m m+l<r<n-m 
for all n > no, converges to one as n, -+ cc. 
Theorem 3.2 will follow from this result, (5.24) and (5.28) if we show that 
bi= (1/6)(m,/n,)2 g”(i/n,)+O(n-‘2’5)+S) (5.29) 
almost surely, uniformly in m + 1 <i< n -m, for each 6 > 0. From the 
definition (5.25) of 6,, and result (5.27), we see that 
hi= (2m, + 1))’ 1 g(j/n,)- g(i/n,)+O(np’2’5)+6) 
j=i-ml 
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uniformly in m + 1 < i < n -m. The desired formula (5.29) now follows 
using the argument leading to (5.23). 1 
5.3. Proofs for Section 4 
DERIVATION OF FORMULAE (4.3) AND (4.4). (a) Formula for &*. Put 
A nr = log( X,JX,,, , + , ) and observe that 
b=r-’ c logX,i-logX,,,+,=r-’ iF, j;jAnj=r-l C .iAq. (5.30) 
i= 1 j=l 
By analogy, 
SuPPose XZli=xn/(i), where J(l)< . . . <J(nI). Then 
and so 
i= I j=./(i) j=l 
(5.31) 
where 
T, = 1 i. (5.32) 
i:J(i)~j,J(i+l)Zj+l,i~r, 
Write Ni for the number of times X,,i is represented in LX:, . Then J(i) = j 
if and only if 
J-1 
1 N,+l<i< i N,. 
I= I /=I 
Therefore, 
{J(i)< j} = b {J(i)=k} 
k=O 
N,+l<i< i N, 
I= 1 
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and 
{J(i+l)bj+l)={J(i+l),<j}- 
i+l<$IN,}W=jil~,N,). 
It follows that J(i)< j and J(i+ l)> j-t 1 are together equivalent to 
C,,, N,= i. Hence by (5.32), 
(5.33) 
and by (5.31), 
;* =r-l 
1 ,g, Ti An;. (5.34) 
(b) Conditional mean and mean square of A,i. We begin with a 
lemma about multinomial distributions. 
LEMMA 5.4. (i) If A4 is binomial Bi(m, p) and r < m then 
E{ MZ(M < r) > = mpl, _ p(m - r, r). 
(ii) If M, , M,, M, are multinomial with probabilities p, q, 1 - p - q, 
and add to m, and if r < m then 
E{ M,(M, + M,)Z(M, ,< r)Z(M, + M2 d r)> 
=m(m-l)p(p+q)Z,_,-,(m-r,r-l)+mpZ,-,-,(m-r,r). 
Proof: (i) 
E{MZ(M<r))= i i(y) 
i=O 
pi(l-p)“-‘= i m(yI:)p’(l-p)“-’ 
i=O 
= mpP{ Bi(m - 1, p) < r - 1 } = mpl, _ p(m - r, r). 
(ii) We wish to calculate E(p(M,)}, where 
PWJ=E{MI(M~ + MJWI Gr- MdlM2) 
=E[{M1(M,-l)+M,(M,+l)}Z(M,~:--M,)IM,l. (5.35) 
Conditional on M2, M, is Bi(m - M,, p’), where p’ = p/( 1 - q). By (i), 
~{~lZ(~16r-~z)I~2) 
683;32,‘2-3 
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and, similarly, 
-qM,(M, - l)~(M,,<r-M*)lM*l 
=(m-M,)(m-M,-l)(p’)*P{Bi(m-M,-2,p’)<r-M,-2(M,j. 
Hence by (5.35), 
~(M,)=(m-M*)(m-M2-l)(P’)2 
xP(Bi(m-M2-2, p’)<r-MM,-2(M,} 
+ M,(m - M2) p’P( Bi(m - M, - 1, p’) < r - M, - 11 M2} 
+(m-M,)p’P{Bi(m-M,-l,p’)<r-M2-l(M,). (5.36) 
Since M, is Bi(m, q) then 
E[M,(M,- l)...(M,-k+ l).(m-M,)(m-M,-l)...(m-MI-I+ 1) 
xP{Bi(m-M2-/,p’)<r-M2-1)M2)] 
m i! (m-i)! 
=l:o (i-k)! (m-i-l)! 0 
7 qi(1 -q)“- i 
x’;g(“-;-l)(&)‘( 1 --yy- 
x cc (m-k-I)! i+iG,-k-,i!j! (m-k-l-i-i)!qi~(l-p-q)“-*~“~’ 
=m!((m-k-I)!}-‘qk(l -q)l 
xP{Bi(m-k-I,p+q)<r-k-/Ij=n(k,l), 
say. We may now deduce from (5.36) that 
E(~(M,)}=~n(O,2)(p')'+n(l, l)p'+O, 1)~' 
=m(m-l)p(p+q) P(Bi(m-2, p+q)<r-22) 
+mpP{Bi(m- 1, p+q)<r- 1) 
=m(m-l)p(p+q)I,-,-,(m-r,r-1) 
+mpZ,-,-,(m-r,r). 1 
Put Mi=Cl<iNl. Then by (5.33) and (5.34), 
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E(ci*I!&)=r,’ i E{M,Z(M,dr,)} Ani, 
i=l 
E(ci*I%m)=r,2 cc (2-6,i)E{MiMjI(Mi~r,)Z(M,~r,)) A,,iA,. 
I <i<j<n 
Formulae (4.3) and (4.4) follow from these expressions and Lemma 5.4. 
Note that Mi is Bi(n,, in-‘), and if i<j, (Mi, Mj--M;, n,, Mi) is multi- 
nomial with probabilities in-‘, (j- i) n ~ ‘, 1 - jn-‘. 1 
Proofs of Theorem 4.1 and 4.2 will not be given here. Both are closely 
related to arguments in [S], and use Rknyi’s representation of order 
statistics: 
Xni=F-’ {l -exp( -C, Zjb)}, 1 di<n, 
where Zj = Zj(n), 16 j < II, are independent negative exponential random 
variables. Note that, under the conditions of Theorem 4.2, 
and that I, -j,m~(nl -8, s-k) is well approximated by the indicator 
function which equals one if j < ns/n, , 0 otherwise. 
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